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Overcoming the Religious Spirit 
From Patricia King’s “Extreme Prophetic” television ministry with guest, Faisal Malick. 
 
A Warning from Scripture (Mark 8:15) 
In this verse, Jesus tells his disciples, “Be careful.  Watch out for the _____________ of the 
________________ and that of ___________.” 
 
The yeast of Pharisees represents a _______________ spirit. 
The yeast of Herod represents a _____________ spirit. 
 
 
The Religious Spirit:  A Form of Godliness (Matthew 22:29, 2 Tim 3:5) 
Jesus told the religious people of his day that they were in error because they do not know the 
______________ or the ___________ of God.  A religious spirit has a _____________ of 
godliness but no ___________ associated with it. 
 
It is important to discern the spirit by which a church/believer is operating before dealing with 
that spirit.  A good question to ask: 
 
 
The Spiritual Nature and History of the Religious Spirit 
A lot of times a religious spirit is talked of as a __________ and it is.   
 
More than just this, the religious spirit is rooted and driven along by the carnality of man and his 
drive to be in ____________ and in the place of _________________. 
 
 
Some Contrasts 
The kingdom of God is about ____________________ and religion is about _______________. 
 
The kingdom of God is a ___________ with the Lord as we are led by the Holy Spirit.  Whereas 
a religious spirit likes to get cozy inside of _______________. 
 
 
Religious Spirit:  Turning Light into Darkness (Matthew 6:23) 
There’s a great danger with religion because if we just take knowledge but we don’t take the 
_________ and __________________  that is coming from the Spirit of God and if we don’t see 
the Scriptures being ______________ to our eyes, then we are stepping into death as described 
in 2 Cor 3. 
 
The Holy Spirit:  Bringing Forth Life 
We see this in Exodus 32, Moses comes down as the people are committing idolatry and as the 
letter of the Law comes, _________ people _______.  But in Acts 2, when the Spirit of God 
comes, ___________ people are ________  ___________!   
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A religious spirit uses the letter of the Law to kill.  But the new covenant uses the life of the 
Word to build and bring life and to cause the Spirit of God to give us life.   
 
The key is to tap into the Holy Spirit who is vibrant in _______ (Jn 6:63). 
 
When a Christian is under a religious spirit, he will always see the reading of the Bible as a 
__________ and that it’s something he “has to do”.  But when a Christian is filled with the Holy 
Spirit, that person will see the reading of the Bible as a ___________ and it’s something he 
“wants to do”. 
 
 
A Key to Overcoming a Religious Spirit 
A ____________ heart/spirit is one of the keys in overcoming a religious spirit.  As long as we 
are humble before the Lord and ask Him to help us, no matter how many years we’ve wasted, 
God can restore us from the religious spirit we’ve been following.  It’s important to always 
return to the _____________ of the gospel and the ____________ of faith. 
 
A Key Chapter Against the Religious Spirit (Matthew 23) 
Verse 13, “Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites!  You shut the 
kingdom of heaven in men’s faces.  You yourselves do not enter, nor will you let those enter who 
are trying to.” 
 
A religious spirit will always cause us to depend on our “own ___________ understanding” 
rather than depending on our ______________ with the Lord for understanding (I Cor 2:14). 
 
The envy of a religious spirit is, they are not entering the kingdom of God or they are not 
experiencing the fullness of the Spirit themselves, so they ___________ others from entering in 
or experiencing that fullness!  Since they cannot wrap their heads around it, they don’t want 
anyone else experiencing anything different. 
 
The irony is, Jesus said the kingdom of God is __________. 
 
When we evangelize, we need to give people the _______________ of the gospel before we 
introduce them to the ____________ of the church (Acts 10). 
 


